
Sotreq invests in API Sensedia 
and gains governance excellence

In three years, the company recorded an increase of over 230% 
in application integration with agility, and accelerated delivery 
of projects to business areas

Case Sensedia
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Sotreq needed to modernize its technology environment 
and create robust governance to ensure agility, visibility 
and control of the business. Sensedia’s platform, which 
has AWS (Amazon Web Services) as a strategic partner 
acting as an enabler of digital initiatives through APIs, 
helped the company overcome these challenges and 
prepare for the future.

Present in four regions of the country 
and active in construction, mining, 
energy, oil & maritime and agro market,
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“Our main problem was with governance. 
There was no reuse of integrations, and they 
were decentralised. This made it impossible for 
IT to quickly scale the integration process of all 
our systems”.

Verusca Bacellar 
Information Technology Manager 
at Sotreq

In the technological architecture prior 
to the modernization, Sotreq had 
the ERP centralizing the integration 
of other systems, consuming large 
amounts of data, without organization 
and possibility of scale.
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According to Verusca, the system totalled 
more than nine customer base integration 
programmes, each with specific rules. 
“Thus, we could not unify the data to 
govern, not to mention the high cost of 
development, because with each new 
project, we had to rebuild the interface 
from scratch. Until the arrival of Sensedia, 
“he says.

Verusca says that the choice for Sensedia 
happened in an event, when she had 
the opportunity to watch the company’s 
presentation with success cases. “Then, 
we made the first contact in 2018 and the 
implementation was completed in 2019,” 
he recalls, highlighting the short time  
of innovation.
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Sensedia’s API platform allowed all software to be 
integrated quickly, generating high operational agility, 
staying in line with the requirements of a market 
transformed by digital.

“New application implementations were highly 
streamlined and carried out in a simple way.  To have 
an idea, in 2018 we had 15 applications in our system, 
and in 2021 we will total 50 applications, registering 
growth above 230% in the period,” Verusca highlights.

Modernization gains
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The executive reports that the big gain was to 
enter the world of APIs. According to her, the 
Sensedia platform is an important accelerator for 
implementations. “This is because information 
visibility with ease, application of metrics, evaluation 
of the readiness level and advantage of reuse of 
APIs, all this enhances business management, 
streamlines decision-making and boosts the 
expansion of the portfolio,” adds Rafael Flexa, 
Director of Business Development at Sensedia.

Today, says Verusca, IT is more strategic, it can 
deliver internal demands quickly, meeting 
estimated deadlines, eliminating waiting lines. 
“We have the satisfaction of the IT team, which has 
gained more productivity and performance with 
technology, and also the recognition of the business 

“We expect sustainability and evolution of 
the platform and robust growth. This way, we 
will offer even more scalability of solutions to 
the business areas”.

Verusca Bacellar 
Information Technology Manager 
at Sotreq
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It acted in the digital transformation process 
with the development of APIs, consulting for 
the integration of solutions and communication 
between the developments made in the 
microservices architecture, aiming to connect 
the solutions of educational partners to each 
other and to Educacional. 

More at sensedia.com. 

Sensedia’s role

http://br.sensedia.com


For more success stories like this, click here:

Enabling a more digital, 
connected, and open world.

Client’s stories

https://www.sensedia.com/sensedia-clients-stories
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